
From the Thought of R. Jonathan Sacks, z”l 
Shavuot for Our Time  - At Mount Sinai, the 
Israelites made a covenant with God. He would be 
their God and they would be His people. But at key 
moments in Tanach we find another phrase 
altogether:  Moshe says in the Book of Devarim 
“You shall know that the Lord your God is God, the 
faithful God, who keeps habrit ve’hachessed, (the 
covenant and the loving-kindness)”; When Shlomo 
Hamelech dedicates the Bet HaMikdash, he utters 
the following prayer: “There is no one like You, 
God, in the heavens above or the earth below shomer 
habrit ve’hachessed, (keeping the covenant and the 
loving-kindness)”; And likewise, Nechemiah, when 
he renews the covenant as the people come back 
from Babylon, says, “The great, mighty, and 
awesome God, shomer habrit ve’hachessed, (He who 
keeps the covenant and the loving-kindness).” 
  That’s a really puzzling phrase, shomer habrit 
ve’hachessed, the covenant and the loving-kindness. 
Look, for instance, at the Jewish Publication Society 
translation, who just translate ‘covenant’. Because 
the chessed is included in the covenant. If you look 
at the New International version (which is a very 
good non-Jewish translation), habrit ve’hachessed is 
translated as, “the covenant of love.” But of course it 
doesn’t mean that, it means “covenant and love.” 
Everyone had a problem in understanding what God 
does for the Jewish people other than making a 
covenant with them on Shavuot, at Har Sinai. But if 
you think about it, the answer’s really quite simple. 
A covenant is what sociologists and anthropologists 
call reciprocal altruism. You do this for me, I will do 
this for you. “You serve Me,” says God, “and I will 
protect you.” Covenant is always reciprocal and 
neutral. But that is terribly vulnerable, because what 
happens if we don’t keep the covenant? The 
covenant is then rendered null and void. 
    The covenant is not enough. And that is what 
Moshe was saying, that is what Shlomo Hamelech 
was saying, that is what Nechemiah was saying. God 
does not just make a covenant with us. He has a 
relationship of chessed with us. An unconditional 
love, which is translated into deeds of kindness to us. 
The covenant is conditional, but chessed is 
unconditional. 
  Maybe ultimately this is why we read the Book of 
Ruth on Shavuot. The Book of Ruth is the book of 
chessed. We received a covenant at Mount Sinai, but 
we also received something much more long-lasting 
and profound, which is God’s unconditional love. 
And that’s what the book is telling us, that God has 
love for us, the way Ruth had love for Naomi and 
Boaz had love for Ruth. Acts of loving-kindness all 
define our relationship with God. And as the Book of 
Ruth shows, they should be what define our 
relationship with one another. 
  This message resonates for us this year. Just as in 
Megillat Rut, tragedy and loneliness and isolation 
are healed by acts of loving-kindness, so have the 
isolation of so many of us been healed by acts of 
loving-kindness, acts of neighbourliness, people 
being in touch, helping us, getting things for us, 
phoning us up, connecting us by Zoom, showing that 
they care about us. Those acts of kindness have 
humanised and lightened our world. Chessed has a 
redemptive quality. It transforms tragedy into some 
form of celebration and despair into some powerful 
form of hope. Let what Ruth did for Naomi and 

Boaz did for Ruth be with us, as we try to reconnect 
with family and friends, and those who have been so 
terribly isolated during recent times. And may we 
remember that, as well as giving us a covenant at 
Har Sinai, God gave us a bond of love that is 
unbreakable. He will never abandon us, let us never 
abandon Him. 
Yeshivat Har Etzion: Virtual Bet Midrash 
"The Day that You Stood before the Lord at 
Chorev” Sicha of Harav Aharon Lichtenstein, z”l 
On Shavuot, we celebrate kabbalat ha-Torah; but the 
word "kabbala" can be understood in two different 
ways.  
 On the one hand, we "received" the Torah as a gift. 
Indeed, the Torah is "more precious than fine gold 
and pearls;" on Shavuot, we must thank God for the 
gift that He has bestowed on us and for granting us 
the privilege of this great treasure. 
 On the other hand, we "accepted" the Torah. 
"Acceptance" can be understood as the 
internalization of a value or idea. The expression 
"kabbala le-atid" – accepting a resolution upon 
oneself for the future – implies the internalization of 
one's repentance and an attempt to live accordingly 
in the future. According to this interpretation, we 
must explain what exactly it was that Am Yisrael 
accepted at that exalted occasion at Sinai. What was 
given to the nation as a legacy for the future, 
continuing many generations after God’s revelation?  
 This question assumes special significance in light 
of the fact that Ramban, in his glosses on Rambam's 
Sefer Ha-Mitzvot (, counts the remembering of the 
revelation at Sinai as a commandment: "Take heed to 
yourself, and guard your soul diligently, lest you 
forget the things which your eyes have seen, and lest 
they depart from your heart all the days of your life, 
but teach them to your children and your childrens' 
children: the day that you stood before the Lord your 
God at Chorev…". According to this understanding, 
we must understand what it is that we are meant to 
remember.   Which values are we meant to 
internalize as part of our remembrance of the 
acceptance of Torah?  
 There are a number of points to which Am Yisrael 
committed themselves and which they accepted upon 
themselves at Sinai. 
  As we know, there are commandments that are not 
set down explicitly in the Torah; the Sages 
throughout the generations have interpreted the 
Torah and revealed these commandments. 
Seemingly, a person could claim that the system of 
Halakha as we know it is not what he committed 
himself to at Sinai. There, we accepted the obligation 
of a certain number of commandments, but we never 
committed ourselves to the obligations imposed later 
by the Sages, such as, for example, the reading of the 
megilla on Purim!  
 We therefore must understand that at Sinai, the 
nation did not accept each individual commandment, 
but rather the entire body of commandments as their 
subjugation to God. The very first commitment of 
Am Yisrael at Sinai was towards the fulfillment of 
that general system of Halakha, not each law 
individually. This idea is proposed by R. Yosef Baer 
Soloveitchik (the Beit Ha-Levi) to resolve the 
difficulties that he discerns in the obligation of Am 
Yisrael to all of the commandments. 
The gemara (Shabbat 88b), in discussing the 
revelation at Sinai, tells us:  "They stood at the foot 

of the mountain" - R. Avdimi bar Hama said: This 
teaches that God held the mountain over them like a 
cask, and said to them: "If you accept the Torah [- 
then well and good]; and if not – there you will be 
buried" … Rava said: [Although it would seem that 
the Torah was accepted because of coercion], 
nevertheless it was re-accepted [willingly] in the 
days of Achashverosh, as it is written: "The Jews 
fulfilled and accepted" – they fulfilled that which 
they had already accepted [at Sinai]. 
  The generally accepted meaning of this gemara is 
that at the time of Mordekhai and Esther, the Jews 
willingly accepted upon themselves the Torah that 
they had accepted through coercion at the time of the 
revelation at Sinai. However, we may perhaps 
propose another interpretation which, to my view, 
reflects the simple, literal meaning of the gemara. At 
the time of Mordekhai and Esther, "the Jews fulfilled 
that which they had already accepted." Until the time 
of Esther, Am Yisrael fulfilled the commandments as 
part of the overall subjugation to God to which they 
had committed themselves at the time of accepting 
the Torah; from that time onward, they also 
committed themselves to each and every individual 
law, so as to fulfill that which they had already 
accepted in the general sense. 
  Furthermore, at Sinai, the nation accepted upon 
itself not only the laws, but also God as Creator and 
Master of the world; the nation accepted the 
Kingship of God, and since that time this faith has 
been "the pillar of all wisdom and the foundation of 
all foundations." The faith that the nation took upon 
itself was not limited to the acceptance of God's 
existence, but also other beliefs that are integral to 
Judaism. At Sinai, Am Yisrael accepted fundamental 
beliefs that remain binding to this day, as part of the 
concepts and principles that are the "red lines," the 
definitive framework of faith, in which every Jew 
believes. 
  The last element that we may list as a commitment 
by every Jew at Sinai is the belonging to the nation 
of Israel and the concept of the nation of Israel as a 
single body, with everyone connected to everyone 
else. At Sinai, the status of Am Yisrael was 
established as a special nation in which every 
individual is meant to feel a part of, and connected 
to, his fellow; thus, a collection of individuals is 
forged into a nation. From that time on, every 
individual Jew is obligated to accept upon himself 
his belonging to the nation of Israel and to recognize 
that all of us belong to the same entity, with each 
responsible for the other.  
  All of these elements are contained in the command 
"Take heed … lest you forget … the day that you 
stood before the Lord your God at Chorev”  
Ohr Torah Stone: Rabbi Kenneth Brander 
From Matza to Chametz: The Redemptive 
Journey of Pesach to Shavuot - Times are turbulent 
– war in Ukraine, riots in Jerusalem; a sense of 
anarchy in the economy and uncertainty with the 
stability of our government in Israel. It is a holiday 
season where peace and tranquility seem to be a 
commodity in rare supply. Is there any message 
found in Pesach and Shavuot that can help us find 
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perspective? Allow me to share the following 
thought: 
  The prohibition on Pesach of consuming or 
benefitting from Chametz is also found all year 
around with sacrifices in the Beit Hamikdash, the 
Temple.  As we are told, “No korban mincha that 
you offer to God shall be made with Chametz 
(should be allowed to rise and become chametz).” 
  There is only one exception to this Temple rule, 
during the holiday which we begin counting towards 
on the second day of Pesach: Shavuot.  We are told: 
“You shall bring from your settlements two loaves of 
bread …. They should be baked to leaven as first 
fruits to God”. 
  From Pesach to Shavuot there is movement from 
Matza to Chametz, manifested in Sefirat haOmer – 
the bridge between Pesach and Shavuot. 
  Matza, unleavened bread – in which we cease the 
process of fermentation – is dough that we do not 
allow to fully transform and whose state we do not 
allow to alter. It is dough which has not been 
allowed to reach its potential growth. 
  This limitation, as well as the prohibition from 
inserting a leavening agent into the baking process, 
reflects the withdrawal of humankind from 
contributing over Pesach to the activity of baking, 
this most fundamental, core and ancient technology 
in the food industry. 
  The same limitation is found in the Beit 
haMikdash, where humankind is dwarfed by God. 
When humankind stands in front of God, we must 
acknowledge and realize that we are limited.  
Therefore, any form of leavening process in the Beit 
haMikdash, especially on the altar; any human 
ingenuity in front of God is an act of hubris. 
  With Pesach, we begin the redemptive process 
which demands of us to ask the question: How do 
we use our freedom and what role does it empower 
us to play in society? What role can I play as an 
agent of change?  This question is so important when 
we see around us how nations, despots, religious/
political leaders can use their strength to harm 
others. These days we live in show us that with 
freedom must come reflection, for without reflection, 
freedom can create anarchy and abuse. 
  The first step in becoming productive masters of 
our own destiny is to evaluate our environment and 
reflect upon where our creativity can play a 
significant positive role.  Where must I be a 
leavening agent?  How must I use my talents and 
ingenuity to give rise to change – whether in my 
personal life, my family life, my community life or 
the life of society? 
  With this first stage of the redemptive process, 
found on Pesach, we are asked to step back and 
evaluate the shackles that still enslave us and modern 
society.  We are required to put a hold on the creative 
act of leavening or consuming Chametz, until we can 
actively reflect on how to use the creative process to 
the benefit ourselves and society instead of creating 
additional anarchy. 
  With Pesach, the journey of Sefirat ha’Omer 
begins, in which every single day of counting asks us 
to evaluate where the balance is missing in our lives, 
a counting which must be verbally enunciated – in 
order to highlight that the crux is about the Omer 
journey, and not just the destination. A counting that 
is endowed by the Kabbalists with special symbols 
for each day, focusing on the need to evaluate every 
aspect of our life to ensure we are using our freedom 
effectively and responsibly. 
  As we count the Omer, we focus on the redemptive 
process until we reach the festival of Shavuot, which 
concludes with the receiving of the Torah, a journey 
which began on Pesach, 49 days prior. 
  On Shavuot we prepare a mincha offering in the 
Temple that has Chametz, inserting human ingenuity 
into the process of serving God.  For if we have 
utilized the days of Sefira, the counting, properly; if 

we have evaluated the gift of creativity and freedom 
with which we have all been endowed; then we can 
begin to use that gift to advance our own lives as 
well as the lives of people around us through the 
prism of Jewish values. 
  Perhaps there has been no time more in need of the 
messages found in these holidays.  
Rabbi Shlomo Riskin 
Our calendar moves from the spring festivals of 
Passover and Shavuot to the fall festivals of 
universal redemption and plenty, a journey in time 
that parallels a journey in space, from the barren 
desert to the land of milk and honey –Israel. 
  In the spring, Passover is linked by the counting of 
the Omer to its concluding Festival of Shavuot, 
seven weeks later; the Talmudic Sages even refer to 
Shavuot as Atzeret, or “Closing Holiday” 
(paralleling Shemini Atzeret, the Eighth Day which 
concludes the fall festival of Succot). And while 
Passover celebrates the promise of freedom, our 
journey from slave-labor and suffering to liberation, 
it is, for the time being, liberation in a hostile and 
homeless desert. 
    When does this journey come to an end? Shavuot, 
celebrated on the 50th day after the Seder of 
Passover, gives expression to the paradigm of 
completion, coming full circle, for it celebrates the 
bounty of the land, the first fruits brought by the 
Israelites who have not only reached their promised 
homeland, but have also established their Holy 
Temple in Jerusalem! 
  Remarkably, the holidays of this spring period are 
sandwiched between the public readings of two of 
our five Biblical Scrolls (Megillot), each of which 
features a heroic woman as its central personality: 
Purim is marked by the reading of the Scroll of 
Esther; Shavuot by the reading of the Scroll of Ruth. 
  And both Ruth and Esther, two of the greatest 
heroines of the Bible, have come to symbolize both 
the internal – and eternal – heart and essence of these 
festivals. But even more so, their stories, their 
‘scrolls’ (these two megillot) reflect each other in 
remarkable ways, each one a prism into the nature of 
the other. 
  First of all, we need to keep in mind that just as 
Passover moves from the reality of a nation still 
smarting from slavery and only tasting the 
beginnings of freedom in the more confining, 
treacherous landscape of the desert to the far more 
satisfying Shavuot realization of home and hearth, 
state and sanctuary, (coming home after being away 
for so long in Egypt), we find that the Esther-scroll 
of Purim (pre-Passover) describes the opposite 
phenomenon, focusing upon Jews in vulnerable galut 
(exile). In terms of our experience of the festive 
calendar, Shavuot always culminates the trajectory 
that starts with Purim, inexorably leading us toward 
the climactic moment when the Scroll of Ruth is 
read, ending with its majestic reach for messianic 
geulah (redemption), the final word recording the 
name of David, the future king and redeemer of 
Israel. 
  A study of the contrasts and comparisons between 
these two feminist–featuring Scrolls from galut to 
geulah should elucidate the march of our 
calenderical journey, which clearly points us in an 
eastward direction toward Zion. 
  First of all, the entire story of the Scroll of Esther 
takes place in Persia, opening with an exquisitely 
detailed description of the dining chambers of the 
Persian King in Shushan (Esther 1:6). The Scroll of 
Ruth, on the other hand, opens in Bethlehem, Israel – 
and although the rest of that chapter takes place in 
Moab, the succeeding three chapters all take place 
around the verdant hills of Bethlehem and Efrat. 
  It is important for us to realize that the ten years of 
Naomi’s life in Moab are described in that very first 
chapter, whereas it takes the next three chapters to 

detail the crucial events in Israel of only three 
months duration: from the beginning of the barley 
harvest to the end of the wheat harvest. These three 
months prepare the stage for Jewish eternity! 
  Secondly, according to the Midrash (B.T. Megillah 
11a), the Scroll of Esther describes Jews who have 
the opportunity to return to Judea but opt to remain 
in the “diaspora;” Ahasverosh was King of Persia 
immediately following Cyrus, who conquered 
Babylon and permitted the exiled Jews to return to 
their homeland and rebuild their Temple. Esther may 
have even changed her name from the Hebrew 
“Hadassah” to the more Persian “Esther” (probably 
from the Persian word for star, and the Persian 
goddess Astarte). 
  In the Scroll of Ruth, however, the text makes fairly 
short shrift of the sons of Elimelekh, who leave 
Bethlehem (Lit. “House of Bread”) for the falsely 
glittering fields of Moab (lit. “from father” – a 
reminder of a Biblical act of incest between Lot and 
his daughter); their names, Makhlon (illness) and 
Kilyon (destruction) succinctly sum up their galut 
experience of assimilation and intermarriage. 
  The remaining three quarters of the book tell of 
Naomi’s return to her homeland, and of the triumph 
she eventually experiences there as the “ancestor” of 
the Messiah David. In short, the Scroll of Ruth is the 
record of Jews who leave their exiled status and 
return to Israel. 
  Thirdly, the Scroll of Esther tells the story of a 
Jewess in exile who is forced to forsake the home of 
her relative Mordecai (cousin, uncle, nephew, 
husband?) and live with a Gentile King in order to 
save her people; moreover, the salvation she 
achieves is only temporary, with the Talmud ruling 
that we don’t even recite Hallel on Purim since we 
still remained slaves of Ahasverosh even after 
Haman’s demise (B.T. Megillah 14). The Scroll of 
Ruth, on the other hand, tells the story of a Gentile 
Moabite who becomes a Jewess-by-choice, how she 
journeys to Israel to live with her Jewish mother-in-
law, and enters the royal family of Judah when she 
marries Boaz; moreover, she becomes the 
progenitrix of ultimate Jewish salvation through the 
eventual descendant of her great-grandson, David. 
  Finally, the manner in which we celebrate Purim is 
by drinking until “we can no longer distinguish 
between praising Mordecai and cursing Haman, 
perhaps because it was the arch anti-Semite 
Amalekite Haman who forcibly reminded the 
assimilating Jews of Persia that they were, after all, 
Jews; nevertheless, such raucous celebration is 
certainly not identified with the way in which our 
Sages generally asked us to celebrate. Shavuot, 
however, is celebrated by our bringing first fruits to 
the Temple singing praises to God and staying up all 
night studying Torah.It seems that true Jewish piety, 
Jewish future and eternal Jewish salvation can only 
come out of Zion! Apparently, even a celebration of 
galut survival must depend upon the temporary 
“high” of inebriating beverages, whereas a Festival 
of Jerusalem brings us to the supernal “heights” of 
our eternal Torah – for even Torah has its first fruits,  
through which we glimpse our redemption. 
R. Norman Lamm’s Derashot Ledorot [Excerpt] 
On this Shavuot day, the “Mystery Man” of the Book 
of Ruth ( Peloni Almoni) calls to us from the dim 
obscurity in which he has been shrouded: Do not do 
what I did. Do not be illem be-divrei Torah, mute 
and speechless when it comes to Torah. Do not end 
your lives in a puff of anonymity. Grasp the Tree of 
Life which is Torah. Live it. Practice it. Overcome 
all hardships and express it in every aspect of your 
life. Do not abandon it lest God will abandon you. 
Jump at this opportunity for immortality. In short: 
make a name for yourself—through Torah, and with 
God.


